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'Pagoda' - a listed name, probably an error for the popular 'Bronze Pagoda'
'Painted Splash' - a mosaic type, more details required.
'Painted Lady' - ovate, crenate to crenulate (finely scalloped), base color lime, richly flecked, sectored, and striped in violet-red
(40-65% surface), very little or no true yellow marks ore tones, some blades half or more violet-red, essentiallya good bicolor
mosaic.

'Painted Pink'. One of the most enchanting cultivars of recent years and one of finest evolutions out of the Carefree-Oak family.
The burgundy and pink tones are bright and crisply separated. I would love to see this color scheme in a giant, Kona Series type
leaf. If I were forced with four AR-15's pointed at my cranium to name my Top 10 Coleus this would be one of them along with
'Wasabi', 'Bone Fish', 'Peter's Wonder', and 'Tilt A Whirl'. Or: Mitchell Donahoe, North Carolina Farms, see Google Patent Page.
'Painter's Dropcloth' - small ovate, base color a light green, very heavily reticulated in pale creamy-yellow at 50-85%, occasional
(2-5% surface) violet-red to dark red flecks and streaks (no large sectors). This is among the most finely and ornately reticulated
Coleus in green and yellow tones.
'Painter's Palette' - a listed name. Details needed.
'Paisley' - a mosaic clone, more detail needed.

'Paisley Shawl' ('Paisly Shawl', 'Paisley Shaw') - Carefree Oak to Flat Oak (as older leaves), elliptic-ovate, irregularly and longcrenate, lime central zone, cream and rich pink rings. Or: Doug Lohman. See Pedley's 1974 book for a color plate showing
variations from this one original plant.
'Paladin' - a listed name. Data requested.
'Pale Gold' - narrowly ovate ovate, elongated acute, crenulate to finely serrate, 16-22 teeth per side, base color lime-yellow,
midrib and stems tinged reddish-pink, secondary veins paler yellow to whitish-yellow or cream.

'Palisandra'. Photo modified from and courtesy of Parkseed.com
'Palisandra' ('Palisandra Black')(GIANT EXHIBITION SERIES) - The Coleus Finder found this the most popular of nearly 1200 in a
poll they took about 2008. On first view online one is dozing off as if this is another blackish-purple wannabe. When you grow it or
see it in person (aside from a very austere environment), the massive 6.5 inch long x 3.5 in. wide leaves will astound you. This is
not your mom's big dark Coleus nor your son's perhaps. It is a massive, textured, dark charmer worthy on much attention and
admiration. Most of the other dark stuff is perhaps denser and with more leaves but this one is humungous (not a real word yet?)
and simply a breakthrough in the dark, massive leaf Coleus market. Think of as Steroidal King Kong Black - and so far that name
is not used. The massive edge scallops or crenations are 15-20 per side. And yes it does come true from seed. That means one
might have a go at a improved clone or two, vegetatively grown? It is go special that Thompson & Morgan have permission to put
it in The Kew Collection - and both T&M and Kew hold Royal certifications which we Americans respect but fail to comprehend. As
I write this in November 2013 this is the only Coleus and even foliage annual out of 41 admitted to The Kew Collection.
'Pamper Me' - In: Glasshouse Works, no longer sold (2019), description needed.

'Pandora' at the North Carolina State University/Raulston Arboretum AAS Trial Garden. It is considered the best of the all red
Carefrees by the ICS and is a useful introduction c. 2016. The lobes are massive for a Carefree type. A second image
follows:

'Pandora'. New image follows:

COLE1484 - Coleus 'Pandora' - Leaves deeply cut Carefree-Oak with transitions to Anemone-Fingered in bsome blades, some
leaves also slightly swirled or petticoat-shaped, just 2-6 teeth per side, asymmetrical, 95-100% dusky burgundy-red to very
dark orangish-red, only the very thin picotee-style margin of some (not all teeth) in medium mint green. This in 2018
remains the best of the all red oaks in my opinion. In: Dummen
'Papaya' (COLISSIMA® Series) - Carefree Oak x Anemone leaf, base color light to medium yellow, center heavily overlaid in bright
violet-red to magenta-red, margins dark lime.
'Park Gem' - listed name, not described in John Dick Jr. Catalog of 1882.

Innisfallen Catalog of 1880. Best copy we can find and modify.
'Parroquet' or 'Parquette' - yellow with green and red spots. In: listed for John Irvine and Sons, Bay City, Michigan in American
Florist ad 1901: 535.
'Parrot Jargon' - Long ovate blades, huge burgundy red center of 60-85% surface, distinct magenta or paler midrib and part of the
secondaries forming a short, closely cropped "tree" with secondary veins not more than 10mm long in the paler shade. Margins
rich charteuse and full of dark burgundy reticulations on a very variable basis, often with sinus point spots and or fused
reticulations approach these sinuses. big. Or, In: Glasshouse Works, from 'Purple Pumpernickle', first sold 2013.
'Party Pleats' - In: Glasshouse Works

COLE1491 - Coleus PARTY TIME™ LIME - Sakata.com, 2015 intro, see springtrials.org for useful images. Preliminary
evaluation suggests a morphology similar to 'Wild Lime' but with less of a distinct separate between the central yellow and
margin lime zones. Ns: the cultivar name 'Lime' is not valid under the ICNCP (being a later homonym and also a simple
descriptive color term) and cannot stand alone without the trademark name.
'Passion Flower' - ovate, crenate, 12-19 teeth perside, short acute, uniformly pale lime top 100%, new growth very faintly tinged

pink to reddish.
'Pastel Rainbow' - a listed name. Description needed. Likely from the Rainbow Strain, a fairly variable, nebulous seed strain with
many colors sold by many growers and thus quite variable.
'Pat Martin' - big, wide ovate to suborbicular-ovate, very shallow crenate edge, subentire at times,. huge dark red to dark violetred center at 92-98%, light green margin with some spots and reticulations between these two zones. It is generally of the
Defiance Group but the center is more mottled in several dark red tones than original 'Defiance' types.

'Patent Leather', an ultra-lustrous, Perilla-like clone with massive, deep sunken veins (rugosity) to maximize the shine and
reflection of both light and dark tones.
'Patent Leather' ('Shiny Shoes' is suggested but not confirmed, see it's entry below) - short ovate, irregularly dentate, just 3-7
teeth per side, very lustrous dark blackish-purple, midrib paler pink in the lower half, good rugose texture to reflect even more
light.

'Patience' - Robert Halliday 1889 Catalog as "New", see scan above.

'Patsy Ryan' - "light crimson centre, raminder of leaf dark yellow, with narrow green margin" (John Dick Jr. Cat. 1882, new scan
above)

'Paul Rodigas' appears to mostly a rich cherry red, shallowly crenate, and having a small basal chartreuse to yellow central zone,
some secondaries creamish-green in color. This image of four long lost clones is the d'Illustration Horticole of 1892. Citing this
same publication in an article called "New Coleus from Chili" by W.E. Gumbleton he describes this clone as "by far the handsomest
Coleus I have ever seen, and unlike any other variety known to me.", noting they were sent to Messrs. Linden from Chili. It is
surprising such a lovely, unique plant did not survive the years as many less impressive plants in the genus endured. We do know
of an Emile Rodgas who was a co-author with Lucien Linden but we have no more history here. The d'Illustration Horticole plate
above with this description, the original French and a Google Translate version below:
2. Paul Rodigas. — Feuille admirablement veloutee, que notre artiste, malgre son talent reconnu,
a a peine su rendre. Le petiole est blanc jaunatre; ce colons va se prolongeant des deux cotes de la
nervure mediane et meme dans la base des veines primaires, jusqu'au dela du centre du limbe. Le
coloris est d'un beau rouge pourpre clair le long des veines, tout le reste est d'un velours pourpre,
moire, un peu brunatre. La marge du limbe est finement bordee de vert. Les jeunes feuilles sont d'un
rouge plus vif; le dessous du limbe est vert pale avec veines d'un blanc verdatre.
2. Paul Rodigas. - Sheet beautifully velvety, our artist, despite his talent recognized
was barely able to render. The petiole is yellowish white, the settlers will extend on both sides of the
median rib and even in the base of the primary veins, until beyond the center of the blade. the
color is a beautiful red light purple along the veins, everything else is a purple velvet
memory, a little brownish. The margin of the leaf blade is finely bordered with green. Young leaves are
brighter red, the underside of the leaf blade is pale green with veins of a greenish white.

'Paul Rodigas' - see plate above.
'Peach Melba' (COLISSIMA® Series) - Carefree Oak x Anemone type, base color a light yellow to cream, new growth tinged red
and coral-pink, margins a rich lime green, a subtle tricolor overall.
'Peach Torque' - In: Glasshouse Works
'Peachy Keen' ('Peachy Kean') - Photo: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/peachy-keen-167.html
'Pecos' - a listed name. Details requested.

'Pectinatus' as var. pectinatus was an early incised clone, perhaps the first Anemone-Fingered or Fantasia sort ever. This rare,
colored plate appeared in La Belgique Horticole of 1856.
'Pectinatus' - one of the first named cultivars, predating 'Verschaffeltii' even, mentioned in the early 1850's, as having richer
colors, blades more deeply cut and lobed. Joseph Harrison (1856) in The Floricultural Cabinet described it as "streak and mottled
with brown and jagged leaves". It is very likely a parent of the fimbriate types found today or at least having similar genes to
produce this effect. Stout cites Edouard Morren of 1856 as naming this variety in Belg. Hort. 6: 99 with a plate. We have not
found it. However the Journal of the NYBG in 1916 redescribes Morren's plant as "somewhat more richly colorly [from C. blumei],
but differing chiefly in having leaves deeply doubly lobed". Today we might call this a fringed or fimbriated margin through the
Frill-leaved Group name is likely the oldest for this phenotype.
'Pedley Jewel' - a listed name, doubtless from the famous Pedley family of Coleus growers and experts. It is however not in their
famous book.
'Pegasus' - "shallow scalloped, relatively broad, major portion or area dark purplish-red with green undertones, with edge of
similar color and broad lateral area of yellow flecked with green" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot
culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9)

'Pele'. "Looks like lettuce with a bad case of leaf spot" I thought when first finding this at Atlanta Botanical. I've since seen it in a
different light, appreciating the huge size of the undulate blade and those randomly placed teeth in three dimensions. Very pretty
lime cultivar for contrast when a plain lime or chartreuse would be too boring. Some plants with more sun perhaps do get much
more red-striped and interesting. Mature plants under some conditions are more yellow with numerous but irregular red
reticulations.
'Pendle' - a listed name.
'Penney' ('Penny') - Plants neat, self-branching. Leaves ovate, often asymmetrical in 3 dimensions, being very rugose, slightly
undulate, and slightly folded at once, crenations large and overt, 8-12 per side. It is clearly of the Pineapple Group for its gold
with red reverse tones. The main tone above is "solid pale copper-olive veined magenta" (Glasshouse Works, online catalog,

accessed 10.3.2015) with new growth often a straw yellow metallic, for a somewhat odd mixed of metallic copper (hence the
coin-based name) and the shades below showing thru in light. It It is very much a refined Pineapple with bold teeth at it's worst
but when those copper and olive tones come this is one very special, unique selection. Or: Vern Ogren.

'Pepperpot' (TERRA NOVA Series) - One might think of this as a "barely dipt in wine" cultivar with a lovely chartreuse-lime blade
with bold crenations, about 8-15 per side, developing from the start small dark cherry red spots towards the margins first,
sometimes more in the outer-upper third, becoming in time about 20-35% mottled and speckled this lovely dark cherry red. The
two sides when fully mature can form an almost set of mottled wings which may or may not be separated by a cleanly chartreuselime midrib zone. The apex is usually acute but the tip standing out from the overt teeth but in older leaves the apical tooth has a
long ovate shape and position of it's own and can be subacuminate to long-acute in these cases. Or, in: Terra Nova. c. 2015.
Photo above owned by and courtesy of www.terranovanurseries.com'
'Percy Roots' - oak-lobed to Carefree-Oak type, dark red tinged orange to 99% surface, very fine green line to parts of some
teeth.
'Perfection' - "ground color bronze purple, spotted and netted with green" (Rand, Popular Flowers, 1870)

'Peridot' (TERRA NOVA™ Series) - Reminds us much of 'Cinderella' but a bit more gold in the young leaves. In shade, they will
probably look more similar in all lime tones...we will try both soon. Photo courtesy of and copyright owned by
www.terranovanurseries.com
Perilla Group - a set of bigeneric hybrids between Coleus and Perilla frutescens which apparently get the sheen of dark purple
from Perilla but a bright magenta center from Coleus. Curiously, most of these crosses do not have the magical fringe of P. f. var.
crispa.
'Permanent Wave' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Permanent%20Wave.html
'Persion Carpet' - short ovate, crenulate, rich pink central tree, mostly colored on secondary veins (15-25%), remainder a dark
blackish-purple in overlap, teeth very finely tipped or flushed green (5%).
'Persian Flame' - low, spreading mound. Leaves reduced, apparent from photos to be intermediate between Trident-Forked and
Duckfoot, having very sharp lobes with a much elongated, very acuminate apex, adding 2-4 sharp long teeth (dentate, longserrate) per side, base color yellow (25-60%), central zone dark cherry red to ruby red, the base of the zone appearing irregularly
subglobose, ovate, or merely a linear dark red band (8-30%), most blades finely reticulated along the secondaries with a very
wide, prominent dark red midrib, appearing more striped dark red from a distance. This is a very distinct, valuable introduction.
Or, in: Terra Nova Nurseries, Oregon, USA, website accessed 2014.

'Peterlee' - narrowly ovate, occasionally elliptic-ovate, central zone cream (appearing near white), about 45-60% surface,
remainder a lime margin of irregularly width (20-40%), richly striped and sometimes lightly sectored violet-red, a fairly restrained
tricolor mosaic that leaves many wide open, unmarked cream areas. Photo: http://www.gardenworldimages.com, accessed
5.7.2014
'Peter Green' - In: Rosy Dawn Gardens, c. 2013, not sold in 2015.
'Peter Henderson' - listed for John Irvine and Sons, Bay City, Michigan in American Florist ad 1901: 535, almost certainly named
for the famous 19th florist and nurseryman of this name.

'Peter Wonder'. Note how the older, fading leaves take on a paler, wider cream to light yellow venation.
'Peter Wonder' ('Peter's Wonder','Pete's Wonder', Pink Ruffles' in part, perhaps misapplied). One of the best cultivars for a
fimbriate margin and bright coral to magenta tones. Most plants have more yellow or cream tones in less light. Young plants with
a high light exposure can approach the amount of red of 'Red Ruffles', which has a similar leaf morphology. Indeed, it has been
sold as fles'. The true clone will have cream to yellow reticulated veins and eventually should be a mix of green, cream/yellow,

and red. We follow Rogers in selecting the version of the name without the possessive " 's ". Or: Jalety Plant Propagation Nursery,
jaldety.com, accessed 7.25.2018, using the name 'Peter's Wonder'. If they are the ultimate originator, their choice of spelling
would be grandfathered in from the rule that cultivar names are not possessive.

'Petit Robert' - Drobisch Catalog 1900 says "rich crimson center; chocolate edge"
'Petite Pinkie' ('Petite Pinky') - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Petite Vine' = 'Solar Flare' per www.terranovanurseries.com, accessed 2014, as synonym of their new introduction.
'Peuce Snit' - broadly ovate, base color a pale cream to creamy-yellow, very finely speckled in light lime green and violet red,
these markings very subtle and sand-like, covering perhaps 50-60% of the surface, one of the palest mosaics. In, or: Glasshouse
Works before 2010.
'Phantom' - a old listed name. Details needed.
'Pheasant's Eye' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2008

'Phoebus' - "small leaves deeply cut in at the edge...the centre being scarlet crimson with a fewer darker shaded patches....lobes
yellow with green tips...the small jagged leaves and brilliant colour are very fascinating" (William Bull Catalog 1861, scan
above). "Bright scarlet, shaded with crimson - margin yellow and green" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)).
'Piasca Ruby' - duckfoot, 3-4 lobes per side, central zone dark ruby red to blackish-purple, very dark, (to 65%), margins in the
remainder are bright lime. It is something like a larger version of 'Inky Fingers'. Photo: http://www.gardenworldimages.com,
accessed 5.7.2014
'Pickle Puss' - Slightly Lacinate-Fimbriate, very pale yellowish-green to pale chartreuse shade, midrib or central area subtly spotted
and suffused more yellow, midrib often reddish near the base. In: Glasshouse Works, listed as new in 2013.
'Picotee Pete' - a listed name.

'Picturatum' ('Picturatus', 'Picturata') - As sold by Peter Henderson & Co. of NY in 1884, it was "bronze, yellow, and green" (see
plate above). A more recent reference states "shallow scalloped, small, central zone purplish-red bordered by dark maroon and
edges in green" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo
Report 62-9). Such this epithet as very obvious for marked plants in many genera, it is unclear if the 1962 Florida stock is the
same or not. We do not have any today.
'Picture Perfect Red' - leaves massive, broadly ovate, boldly crenate, central zone a dark magenta, not too harsh yet bold and
apparent (25-50%), overlap zone a dark, fairly uniform shade of purple, this reticulating much into the medium green margin, the
central zone flowing up with bright pink into these secondary vein reticulations, margin teth often with a characteristic dark red to
deep violet-red dot in or near the sinus. This is something of Burpee's Kong series but we have not compared them side by side
for vigor. Or, In: "Burpee Exclusive" in 2014, seed strain
'Picture Perfect Rose' - leaves massive, broadly ovate, boldly crenate, much as 'Picture Perfect Red' but the overlap or ring is much
more narrow, clear ruby or burgundy red, arcing into a wider lime margin (40-55%), the magenta central zone strong (30-55%)
but not flowing down wide dark rivers as with the Red form. In this strain, the dark secondary veins are mostly free of magenta
tones, except at their very base, and these arcing dark red veins are often speckled or finely launched in tertiary tips. Teeth also
have a red mark in their sinus. This is something of Burpee's Kong series but we have not compared them side by side for vigor.
Or, In: "Burpee Exclusive" in 2014, seed strain
'Pictus' - an old name, variously used it seems. Perhaps based on C. pictus of William Bull 1877, leaves striped various colors, base
green, splashed and stripped brown, some yellow, orange, pink, scarlet, and purple markings too, said to be "bizarre and very
strange" for the time. Peter Henderson's 'Spotted Gem' came out of 'Pictus' x 'Chameleon' crosses. "small, deeply cut, pretty"

(Nicholson, Illus. Dict. Gard., 1887: 361).
This photo below in Meehan's Gardener's Monthly shows a plant illustrated at Dreer's in the US but stating the description was
from Mr. Bull of England. Not only is this clone very well-marked but it shows massive, sharp, fringed teeth. It reportedly came
from the Duke of York Island, a location near New Guinea.

Another plate below seems to confirm with large, sharp teeth but accentuates the contrast of the chimeras. This plate is Rev.
Hort. Belg. of 1878. It is very possible these two images are based on one or other of them or even a third common plate. Such
horticultural plates were often traded around the world and adapted as various authors needed them to look.

A plate from Vick's Nursery, undated.
'Pictus' [incised variant] - this variant was also boldly marked in many colors but not crenate-serrate as typical 'Pictus', instead
deeply incised and fringed.
'Pillage' - large ovate, central zone a branched, arching tree in medium magenta, margins light green some some reticulations of
dark shades, overlap zone a dusky rose-purple (35%). Or, in: Glasshouse Works before 2010, not offered in 2018.
'Pillar of Gold' - "much divided, yellow, tinged rose" (Nicholson, Illus. Dict. Gard., 1887: 361)
'Pin Stripe' - a listed name. Details needed.

'Pinata' ('Piniata') - good example of the Wide Flat Oak leaf morphology. This cultivar did not die from cold one year until it
reached 20 deg. F. with some protected cover, making it the last of more than 40 cultivars to succumb from frost. Thus there
could be potential here for breeding more cold hardy material.
'Pine Apple Beauty' ('Pineapple Beauty')- "brilliant scarlet and golden yellow" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)). In: c.
1877. The Journal of Horticultural and Practical Gardening of 1876 says it was exhibited by E.G. Henerson, "very gay and the best
of the Lady Burrell type".
Pineapple Group ('Pineapple' in part) - a collective name for cultivars with a bright, pineapple shade of yellow, marked dark purple
to violet-red in part OR orange to red or purple on the reverse, sometimes both.
'Pineapple Prince' - Blades long ovate-elliptic, curious metallic gold hue (still within the Pineapple Group range), veins finely
reticulated (never boldly) in very dark red to rich magenta as are the bases of new leaves, leaves maturing where the gold
becomes more of a metallic mix of gold and olive green. The blade is dark rose-magenta below. It has a "golden ochre" look in
the works of the Glasshouse Works Catalog, accessed 10.3.2015. Or: Frieling, Glasshouse Works.
'Pineapple Queen' - Blades long ovate to wide elliptic, crenations very distinct, sharp, numerous at 20 or more more side, classic
rich pale to medium pineapple yellow, stems and petioles dark maroon to violet-burgundy, heavily textured overall, not much

marked except on the underside. Flowers very sparsely if ever.
'Pineapple Red' - elliptic-ovate to wide Carefree-Oak, crenate to semi-oak teeth, 99% pinkish-red, slightly undulate, no lime or
chartreuse pineapple-type tones in most blades.

PINEAPPLE SPLASH® 'UFO6-06-78'. Wow. A very useful new introduction. Photo courtesy of www.provenwinners.co. Or:
University of Florida 2006.

'Pineapple Sun'. Not one of the most refined pineapples about due to highly variable markings and a leaf shape this is both very
varied and boring.

'Pineapple Surprise' above and several more below.

COLE1532 - Coleus (Premium Sun) 'Pineapple Surprise' - leaves medium ovate, finely crenulate, 12-20 teeth per side, base
color appearing lime (really the classic pineapple pattern of a lime wash over yellow, showing yellower veins), richly centered
dark maroon towards the base, new growth 70-90% surface in this dark red, developing a more pinkish-red midrib and more
lime color later, often just 20-35% red and only toward the base of the leaf. In: Pan-American Seed, see
http://www.panamseed.com/plant_info.aspx?phid=018006810033824
'Pineapple Tart' - long-ovate to elliptic-ovate, serrate to crenulate, 90-97% base color of lime-chartreuse (hence pineapplecolored), small basal tree in violet-red or magenta-red (5-10%), this central zone never more than 40% down the length of the
midrib, thus not large and truly confined to the base third of the blade. In: Glasshouse Works 2013.

'Pineapplet' ('Pineapplette')- Wide flat oak to Carefree Oak, favoring the former for flatness and width, 7-9 teeth per side, base
color a pleasant medium yellow, on close inspection with green mottling, some or all teeth on each leaf pictoeed in dark red to
violet-red, surface irreguarly flecked in this same dark red to violet-red (3-8% surface), a very pleasant red and yellow oak
mosaic. In, or: Glasshouse Works before 2010. It is offered by Rosy Dawn Gardens, accessed 7.25.2018 but spelled with an -e on
the end. GHW uses the shorter version. New image above.
'Pineapplet Red' - wide flat oak, leaf 100% red, on close inspection a medium red, with subtle darking red mottlings and
suffusions, lacks all yellow Pineapple Group colors. The blades are not as incised or Carefree-lobed as 'Pandora'. Ph, so:
http://jaldety.com/variety.asp?id=59&crop_id=22, accessed 7.25.2018
PINK BERRY (PARTY TIME™ Series) - trailing to semi-trailing, dense, well-branched, compact. Leaves ovate, classic mid-sized
crenate, 10-14 teeth per side, medium to rich pink central zone (not quite magenta or a pleasing pale magenta if you will) at 2035% surface, dark red to true medium red inner ring of variable tones (25-40% surface), this red one merging with reticulations
into the lime green margin (5-10% surface), sometimes small lime spots or loops within the reticulations into the dark red ring.
The name implies pink with a true red berry color and it delivers in those terms. Eval: Rake rated it 4.1 and Penn State was a 4.9
out of 5.0. In: www.sakataornamentals.com, accessed 9.18.2015, vegetative intro, not seen in trials until Spring 2015.

COLE1444 - Coleus 'Pink Bomb' - www.hmaplants.com, accessed 11.1.2015

PINK CHAOS™ 'Carnival'. A moderately asymmetrical Saber type, very shallow crenate teeth of variable sizes, new growth margins
distinct more long-deltate to long-crenate, about 4-8 teeth per side, sometimes as few as 2-3, large central cream zone of 3570% surface but that is overlaid in rich pink, forming an intense hot pink (magenta) central zone of nearly 35-70% as well, just a
bit of the cream center showing through (1-6%), margins lime to chartreuse, the overlap of the lime and magenta being a
strongly dusky red to maroon tone (3-10% surface). The distinct magenta sinus spots are particularly visible in new growth as a
dominant color patternThose pink sinus spots become larger as the leaf ages and the amount of green margin often increases,
producing clusters or numerous islands of of 10-30 spots of varying sizes. Photo courtesy of www.provenwinners.com
'Pink Devil' - wide Carefree-Oak to flat oak, semi-undulate to undulate edges, central zone dark reddish-pink (45-60%), outer
band or overlap in dark purplish-red (5-15%), teeth a medium green (5-8%) RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009. Photo:
http://www.gardenworldimages.com, accessed 5.7.2014

'Pink Elephant' - listed name at http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described, their own
introduction. In 2015 they offered this image: http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/coleus-pink-elephant/. Broadly ovate,
small dentate (sharp tooth) to denticulate or occasionally long-crenate, heavily mottled nearly every shade of pink, red, and
green. Overall the out marginal half is a coral pink marked in dark green and numerous yellow and red speckles, the center more
of a diverse mottled rainbow fo up to 8 different colors. This is a hodge podge of spots and colors but something of a pretty,
unique one.
'Pink Fizz' (PARTY TIME™ Series) - saber-elliptic, central zone magenta, very large (50-92%), margins medium lime, overlap area
dysky broiwnish-red, often formed of spots near each tooth. The central zone area is much larger than 'Ruby Punch'. Or: Sakata.
Ph: https://gpnmag.com/st-image/coleus-partytime-pink-fizz-by-sakata/, accessed 7.25.2018
'Pink Heartthrob' - Classic Blumei ovate look, central zone light pink (25-40%), margins a medium olive to umber-olive, overlap
zone or band brownish-green to chocolate-umber. Or, In: Glasshouse Works, new in 2013, Frieling selection.
'Pink Parfait' - something like a muddles, more toothy, oaky 'Religeous Radish', elliptic-ovate, big crenate to dentate oaky teeth,
central zone a dusky reddish-purple (40-60%), margined a dusky and also mottled medium pink (not a dark or magenta pink). In:
Glasshouse Works

'Pink Petticoats' just glows and glows with a combination of magenta, coral, and hot pink tones veined into a dark red base. The

faint green outlines to crenate, rounded teeth are well judged in this selection.

'Pink Poodle' terranovanurseries.com, website, accessed 2014, synonym listed after their 'Kabuki'. In 2005, the name is used on
it's own for the above image. Photo courtesy of and copyright owned by www.terranovanurseries.com. It suggests a magenta
saber type bred to an Anemone-Fingered cultivar to produce longer, wilder, and sometimes turbinate, bulbous, or long-ovate
teeth. This was added to the 2016 ICS Trials but grew very slowly.

'Pink Reef' (UNDER THE SEA®)- intermediate between shallowly-lobed Carefree Oak and Saber-Elliptic, teeth very irregular
in size and shape, 1-5 per side, these a dark reddish-brown (5-15%), the remainder a huge, bright magenta center.
'Pink Ruffles' has at least three different entities under the name:
1) Synonym of 'Peter Wonder'.
2) a clone similar to 'Peter Wonder', also Laciniate-Fimbriate with yellow reticulations but with a central zone atr 10-25% of
medium pink to rich magenta, the true 'Peter Wonder' lacking such a pink central patch. In: ncfarmsinc.com offers this variation,

accessed 7.24.2018. It should be noted they do not offer 'Peter Wonder' as a separate clone.
3) The Carefree type shown below.

'Pink Ruffles'. This is from the Carefree Group (oak-lobed) and nothing like the fimbriate, wavy 'Red Ruffles', despite a similar
naming series.
'Pink Shawl' - Apparently in the 'Paisley Shawl' group, which has sported many thing on many occasions, elliptic-ovate to longdeltoid, irregularly sized crenate-dentate, often oaky, 95% or more a dusky red, margins green (3-7%). So: RHS Plant Finder, last
listed 2009
'Pink Showers' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 1999
'Pink Thrill' - broadly ovate, pretty much an equal distinction of very fine speckles of lime, magenta, and light yellow, new growth
being up to 60% yellow and the tiniest tips nearly all yellow. The margins becoming spotted lime, spreading that color into the
main blade as they mature, the magenta when overlapping with the lime often producing very dark pink to blood red spots, hence

this is perhaps as much a quadricolor as a tricolored blade, very little large secotrs or spots more than 8mn wide.
'Pink Tuna' (UNDER THE SEA®) - small to medium ovate, undulate, crenate, nicely rugose and textured, big dark, plum purple
center (30-65%), light to medium pink margins (25-40%) which are faintly veined a darker pink, overall a nice nice bicolor of pink
and purple, reminding us some of the older 'Painted Pink' (see above). In: Hort Couture, 2020. This has been purchased for the
2020 ICS Cultivar Trials. Or: Steve Owens. Photo: https://www.peacetreefarm.com/plants/coleus-under-the-sea-pink-tuna/

'Pinksplosion' (COLOR BLAZE® Series) - Imaged by your Editor at the NC State AAS Trial Garden, July 2018. According to the
Michigan State U. website this is a Proven Winners "Sponsored Trial" cultivar as is 'Rediculous'. It often looked more pink and
brighter in catalogs and promotions but our trials at the ICS (same city as NC State however) produced a nearly identical
phenotype with big areas of spinach green mottled and suffused at times in yellow bits, the pink center more violet-pink to violetred at times, the amount of melon to yellow in the center variable. It looks more like a collector's item to us, different but not very
appealing to the mass market, we suspect.

'Piper'. Photo courtesy of and copyright owned by www.terranovanurseries.com
'Piper' (HIPSTERS™) - 9 in. tall x 23 in. wide, low mounding and trailing, well-branched, no pinching required. Leaves narrowly
elliptic, overall a Salicifolius or willowly class, teeth very sharp, elongate-serrate, occasionally angled oddly and saw-toothed,
mostly 3-7 teeth per side, mostly forward-pointing and acuminate, base color "mustard" (per TNN), a medium but rich yellow,
some leaves all of this color, most with 1) midrib violet-red, being a thin line, 2) a wider line of violet-red midrib, speckled into the
secondary veins, not generally more than 3-10% of the surface, 3) midrib made entirely or dark violet-red beads and spots,
interrupted by the pale, base color, and 4) solid violet-red line of midrib with tiny beads of same color flinging off into the
secondary and other places. Tiniest, new tips quite a good violet-red suffused in chartreuse or mustard yellow before long. This is
a very useful, truly original, genus-changing creature and we would not think Terra Nova to be anywhere else. It gets my "wow
and SUPER WOW" (Larry H.). I suspect it's a hybrid of the Pineapples (maybe 'Pineapple Splash') with a good pale yellow
Salicifolius sort that is dwarf and tidy. Or, In: www.terranovanurseries.com, accessed 2014.

PISTACHIO NIGHTMARE™. The light olive, pistachio shades, while unique are rare in this genus, and most of this general color
pattern will have a much more lime margin. Photo courtesy of www.provenwinners.com
'Pixie' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008, perhaps 'Pixy' of newer years.
'Pixy' - broadly ovate, moderately rugose, margins both crenate and undulate-crenulate, sometimes even bicrenate (two or more
teeth sizes adjacent to each other), undulate enough to appear slightly fimbriate but only a few teeth very sharp, yellow base
color, heavily and fine mottled lime to chartreuse at 50% or so, overlaid with rusty-red to orangish-red flecks and sectors (about
10-25% surface), some leaves even more boldy mottled.
'Play with Fire' - medium ovate, based on 'Red Ulrich' and resembling it, coarsely crenate to boldly dentate, 40-55% central zone
mottled in violet-red, remainder a mix of light yellow to chartreuse, some copper to orange zones as well. 'Red Ulrich' has a violetred to red submargin along the teeth and this one is mostly red in the center. In: Glasshouse Works, "New for 2013", website,
accessed 12.15.2013.

'Plum Frost'. One of the truly stunning, unique cultivars of recent years. Absolutely a smash hit and while sometimes slow, very
remarkable. Noten the smaller sublobes on the major ones which almost simulates a double-serrate (two teeth size) or sublobe
morphology.
'Plum Good' = see TRAILING PLUM
'Plum Parfait' - Carefree-Oak to be certain, semi-undulate, elliptic-ovate, large crenate to crenate-dentate, mostly dusky purple to
reddish-purple, plum tones overall, some leaves with brighter dusky pink edges near the apex. The murky plum-pink tones of the
margin sometimes gflow in and out of the central area while the darkest purple bits sometimes rich into the large teeth to the
margin via suffusions, wide venation patterns, or very subtle sectoring of the chimera. Leaf bases can be mostly of the dark plum
purple shades, leaving no paler tones down there. There are several over Carefree Oaks of this general purple edged pink pattern
but we have yet to close, side-by-side trial them for clarification. This is one of the more irregularly toned, subtle, and frankly

mixed up, muddled clones of this general purple/pink class of Carefree Oaks. It is also unique and very, very pretty in certain
lighting conditions.
'Plum Velvet' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008.
COLE1443 - Coleus COLISEUM™ 'Plutus' - Danziger Flower Farm, intro. 2015, see springtrials.org for useful images. Saber-Elliptic blades on long petioles, hence pendulous and
forming a fine-textured mound, 95% or more center in dark burgduny red, teeth a bright green (1-5% surface),

'Pompadour' - "large, prettily mottled with many colours, very distinct and good" (Nicholson, Illus. Dict. Gard., 1887: 361). "
(King)...A very distinct and peculiar variety with deeply crenated leaves, marbled, spotted and streaked with crimson, pink, green,
and yellow" (J. Hort. (RHS), Proceedings section, 1881). Received an RHS FCC per the following scan (Floral Magazine 1880), a
Simpson introduction (though created by King), described as "a remarkably distinct sort; the leaves are coarsely-toothed and
spotted and fleckled with yellow and green on a crimson ground".

'Ponynton' - "shallow scalloped, central zone purplish-red bordered by dark maroon, edged in green. Green and cream blotches at
random over entire area" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES
Mimeo Report 62-9)
'Poyton' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2003, probably an error for 'Poynton'
'Pres. Cleveland' - known to us only from American Florist ad of 1889 for I.N. Kramer.
'Pres. Girard' - listed for John Irvine and Sons, Bay City, Michigan in American Florist ad 1901: 535

'Presidio' - broadly ovate, finely crenate, teeth numerous, 13-32 per side, based color a creamy chartreuse-yellow, richly striped in
dark red (20-15%) but these stripes often restrained in long elliptic to linear shapes, different from most yellow striped red clones.
In: Bakers Acres, 2018. Image above courtesy of Dummen Orange.
'Pretzel Logic' - short ovate, margin and surface somewhat irregular, slightly rugose, base color a very pale creamy-tyekllow,
maturing to large lime spots between the veins (5-10%), overlaid with pale violet-red to rosy-pink flecks (10-20%), thus a very
pale mosaic type overall. In: Glasshouse Works before 2010.
'Pretzel Logic II' - In: Glasshouse Works
'Prichardii' - Gard. Illus. Oct. 24, 1896: 478, name only, not described
'Primary Colors' - short ovate to ovate-deltoide, crenate, central zone medium pink with some paler pink suffusions and areas (3040%), overlap a dark reddish-purple (10-15%), this overlap having some good reticulations in the medium green margin (5-10%).
Very much a pink/purple/green tricolor but with a paler center than most and more reticulated vein patterns.
'Primrose Cloud' - anemone-fingered or Fantasia form in light yellow and green tones, sometimes also imaged as unlobed, spoonshaped to stalked-elliptic blade, base color medium green to basil-lime green, heavily clouded or mottled cream to light yellow at
40-80% surface. Photo: http://www.gapphotos.com/imagedetails.asp?imageno=208939
'Princess Gigunda' - ovate, central zone a long-branched tree of medium pink to pale magenta (15-30%), this color arcing into the
veins of the main color which is a dusky purple, teeth often tipped lime. In: Glasshouse Works, introduced before 2010, no longer
offered (2018)
'Primrose Spire' - elliptic in basic Carefree-Oak form but narrower than some, perhaps intermediate to Salifolius (linear) types,
central zone a pale cream to light yellow (80-95%) margin a rich green (3-10%). RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'Primrose Spray' - In: Glasshouse Works. RHS Plant Finder, last listed 1999
'Prince Albert Victor' - chartreuse with dark purple reticulations. The plate of it below is from The Floral Magazine of 1869 (top). I
guess prince's wore fishnet stockings in those days?

'Prince Bishop' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'Prince Leopold'. Plate from the 1874 Catalog of William C. Williams of Long Island City, Queens.

'Prince Radziwill' - a listed name, not described, John Saul Catalog 1890, scan above.
'Prince Rudolph' - Gard. Illus. October 24, 1896: 478, listed name only, not described.

'Princeps' - US bef. 1876. The following Dreer add on Coleus is one of the most impressive and detailed of the entire 19th century.
It is from the Horticultural Advisor in Gardener's Monthly of 1876. This is a very valuable document on the history of Coleus in
America. The plate above is John Saujl 1885. Colma Nurseries of 1895 describes it as "dark, bright crimson, yellow margin"

'Princess' from Innisfsallen of 1880. Not a good copy but the best available to us due to it's age. Crimson-strained with
greenish-yellow edges.
'Princess Beatrice' - golden-green cener, veined and marked red, edge also in crimson. US c. 1869
'Princess Louise' - reddish-bronze, light yellow margin. Bef. 1874.

'Princess Royal' - reddish-bronze center, effectively a coppery-orange light yellow margin. 1869. The plate above is from Floral
World of 1869, showing it with the reticulated 'Prince Albert Victor' and the shinning, blackish 'Refulgens'. This clone is the bright
orange one of the three.

'Princess Royal'. Plate from the 1874 Catalog of William C. Williams of Long Island City, Queens.

'Princess of Wales' - shown at Maidstone c. 1869, similar to 'Princess Beatrice'. Per the Jordans 1873 Catalog scan above it was
"broad yellow edge, scarlety-crimson center".

'Priscilla' - "green leaf, centre creamy white" (John Saul Catalog 1887, scan above)
'Prissy Primrose' - ovate, crenate, new leaves smooth, older one often rugose, chartreuse base color to 90%, thin central tree of
cream to near white, often just half the length of the blade, short 3-7mm secondary veins branching from this pale tree, very
irregularly flecked and spotted (tiny sectors if any) in violet-red, very distinct. Or, in: Glasshouse Works before 2010, not offered
in 2018.

'Private Dancer' - narrowly ovate to broadly elliptic-ovate, teeth large crenate, often an elongated acuminate to acute apex, base
color 40-55% bright chartreuse, heavily marked and finely sectored dark mahogany-red to maroon red at 35-55% surface, a good
mix of the two shades, some blades with variable chimera depths, giving many intermediate sheens and colors, part pink and part
green, then these radically interruppted by cleasn lime or violet-red to maroon-red sectored and stripes. Or: Ken Frieling,
Glasshouse Works.
'Prize Strain' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008, not described.

'Progress' - Leaves green base color, liberally splashed in yelow, red, purple, and maroon. Bef. 1884 when described in Peter
Henderson's catalog as "NEW [1884]...one of the most beautiful of Coleus for pot culture, but inclined to run to dull colors out of
doors. Speckled and streaked crimson, yellow, and bronze". Also listed for John Irvine and Sons, Bay City, Michigan in American
Florist ad 1901: 535.

PROSPECTOR (BE HAPPY™ Series) - selected by the ICS as our first major introduction. Leaves anemone-fingered to incised
Carefree (it came from Carefree Strain seed), blades margined bright lime (10-25%), center of each blade and some lobes a
mottled and spotted pale creamy-yellow, which may turned veined red or suffused pink in strong light, mostly bicolored indoors,
the name suggestive of a miner's wall full of gold nuggets. 'White Fingers' is similar but less deeply lobed (similar in some young
plants), the marks less mottled and more uniformly centered, much paler or whiter in this chimera (rarely a rich yellow or gold).
We have no very large plants of either PROSPECTOR or 'White Fingers' outdoors so further comparisons are likely to be
informative.
'Protozoa' - very asymmetrical, Anemone-Fingered and alos a Minimalist due to 1-5 lobes per side, basically a medium to pale
green with either a dark, dusky purplish-red center (25-70% surface) or mostly green with mottling in this same red shade (530% surface): Photo: http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/coleusprotozoa.html
'Psychic Shimmer' - wide flat oak, irregularly undulate and slightly rugose, base color a light lime-olive, petiole and some prtions of
the leaf tinged rose-purple, an odd sheen to it overall. Or, in: Glasshouse Works, before 2013, not offered in 2018.
'Punch' (Dreer Queensland Dwarf Set) - "green marbled with yellow, purple stalk and mid-ribs" (Dreer ad, Gardener's Monthly,
1876)
'Punta Gorda' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008, not described.

'Purple Duck Foot' ('Duckfoot Purple' at least in part, 'Mars'), an all purple version of the famous clone, very dense, mounded, and
lacking green tips or margins. This plant is called 'Mars' in some eastern US circles and there is literally no literature we can find to
document either name near the time of their origins, Inner foliage may be just partly red or turn a sort of purplish-green shade if
light is too sparse.

Edged Spike' - In: Taylor Greenhouses, before 2014, see plate above.

'Purple

'Purple Emperor' - broadly ovate, serrate to crenate, distinctly undulate, occasionally a bold fimbriated edge, dark reddish-purple,
new growth somewhat reddish-violet to reddish-purple as a brighter, less dark shade, giving something of a Perilla look but not as
finely incised as those forms.
'Purple Freckles' - broadly ovate, leaves a nice apple green, finely speckled in dark reddish-purple (2-8% surface), some reddish
tints at the apex and margins but very small and subtle pigments there. Photo:
http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/copufr.html, accessed 10.3.2015
'Purple Haze' - habit: compact yet vigorous. Stems violet. Leaves "light lavender with a diffuse gold edge...undersides
violet...unique new color". Lu: sun tolerant. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection. Photo,
Source: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/purple-haze-182.html
'Purple Oak' - As offered by Kernock Plants UK: not a classic Carefree-Oak but more of a duckfoot in dark, dusky purple tones,
having also violet-red suffsions, and vaguely greener edges (not bold) at 5%. It is not as clean and monochromatic as typical
'Purple Duckfoot' but we believe that cultivar to be polyclonal. RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2008

'Purple Prince' - Rich dark purplish-maroon, veined red. "purple veined crimson" (John Saul Catalog 1890, scan above). US in.
1888
'Purple Prowes' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2001
'Purple Pumpernickle' ('Purple Pumpernickel') - In: Glasshouse Works, a parent they used to select 'Parrot Jargon'.
'Purple Ruffles' - Photo, Source: http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/copuru.html
'Purpleosity' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Purpleosity.html
'Puzzle Paint' - classis Rainbow sort but plants roughly divided down one side by red chimera on one half and little or none on the
other. One side is apt to be with a slim yellow central bar (5-12%), ruby red ring (20-40%), and a wide lime margin. The other
half has a yellow narrow tree zone and a wider lime margin but little or no red, perhaps just a hint of a red sector or mark. Or:
Atanas Tanez, flicker.com website, accessed 2014.
'Quadricolor' (Dreer Tri-colored Set) - "variously maculated with bronzy red, yellow, dark chocolate, and green, serrated edge"
(Dreer ad, Gardener's Monthly, 1876)

QUARTERBACK™. Very different cultivar, top notch. Photo courtesy of www.provenwinners.com
'Queen of the Lawn' - Colma Nursery in their 1895 Catalogs says "highly colored carmine". In: a bedding variety c. 1875

'Queen of the West' - listed for John Irvine and Sons, Bay City, Michigan in American Florist ad 1901: 535. The above plate is from
Calla Greenhouses catalog of 1901. Storrs and Harrison in 1901 describe it as "creamy yellow center, lightly splashed crimson,
broad edge of deep green".

Jordans 1873 Catalog
'Queen Victoria' - Vigorous form. Reddish-purple, thin edge chartreuse to yellow. Also "rich bronzy crimson, bordered with goldenyellow" (Cassell's Popular Gardening 1: 229 (1884)). Proven durable outdoors and handling British sun at least. One generally
does not want to describe Victorian royalty as "a good bedder and quite easy" but this Coleus surely was. Nathan Cole in The
Royal Parks and Gardens of London (1877) described this clone as "can be planted without fear of it's not growing well", an issue
with some new cultivars that were only proven in greenhouses. Li: Thomas Moore in Florist and Pomologist 1869: 1-2 (1869)
Queensland Dwarf Group - Dreer 1880, apart from the regular "Queensland Set". See ad on 'Princeps' above.
Queensland Group - Dreer Gardens, c. 1880, a set of mixed seedlings. See ad on 'Princeps' above for the name lineup.

C. hybridus quercifolius as sold by Henderson in 1899. As their old scan below shows, this is clearly not the oak types we have
today, either Carefree or Wide Flat Oak.

Quercifolius Group - having bold rounded, oak-shaped lobes as in Quercus alba. The New York Botanical Garden Journal Volume
17: 217 (1916) describes this sort as bearing "broad leaves coarsely cut with round-tipped segments". The modern Carefree-Oak
Group as defined here is more narrowly elliptic with numerous, crowded, short rounded lobes, some rugosity, often an elongated
apex, and with some undulatations as known from Claude Hope's famous Carefree Strain.

COLE1517 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Quetzal' - Leaves intermediate between Anenome-Fingered (that is, short-fingered) and Carefree-Oak, incised about 7-17mm deep, base
color a pale lime (50-97% surface), broadly margined a rich, dark violet-red (2-30%), older leaves almost all lime with only a thin picotee of violet-red. Midrib if often mottled
pale violet-red or violet-pink (1-5%), this diminishing with leaf age. Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction. Photo above courtesy of and copyright owned
by www.terranovanurseries.com, accessed 5.29.2016.

'Quick Kiss' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works before 2013, not offered in 2018
'Quilt' - narrow ovate to deltoid-ovate, some of a wider, smaller-bladed 'Religious Radish', central zone a dusky dark purple (4565%), margin varying from medium pink to strong, dark magenta (10-30%). It is not so sutble and finessed in color as 'Religious
Radish' and the pink margins vary much more in intensity of those pigments, being occasionally too harsh.
'Raber's Delight' - In: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018
'Radiance' - Or, pat: George Griffith, Hatchett Creek Farms, sport of 'Solar Sunrise', see Google Patent Page.
'Radiant Panache' - A curious yet elegant leaf shape, something of a very wide flat oak, sometimes broadly ovate and other times
suborbicular, the base near the petiole often closed and flaired almost as if fasciated. However we generally see just one midrib
even if the venation suggests a partially fasiated laminar state. Base color a pale greenish-yellow, richly reticulated in a dusky
cherry-rose to murky violet-red, a very pleasing tone which suggests a violet-infused cherry tone, these complex venations cover
40-60% of the blade, often with lovely cross-venations at the secondary and tertiary levels. It is by origin, of course, Florida sun
tough. Or, In: Dr. Clark, Univ. of Florida.
'Radical Butterbean' - In: Glasshouse Works, last sold about 2015
RADICAL WONDER® 'UFO06-13-65' - leaves short elliptic-ovate, older leaves more broadly ovate and even suborbicular-ovate,
margins crenate-dentate, only about 3-5 teeth per side, new growth a glowing dusky orange to 90% with a paler, brighter orange
juice central zone to 10% like a small tree, older leaves more olive green tinged orange with a similar tiny orange tree, margins
irregular and medium green at 5% of surface, apical teeth more green than the lowers. Nice blend of true orange and olive tones
on a short, low-tooth leaf. Or: University of Florida 2006.
'Rag Carpet' - listed for listed I.N. Kramer, Marion, Iowa in American Florist ad of 1889, also for John Irvine and Sons, Bay City,
Michigan in American Florist ad 1901: 535. This firm offered 75 different varieties in 1901. Hackett's Floral Nursery in their 1894
catalog describe it as "carmine-red with a very broad border of deep chocolate-red".
'Rainbow' - "bright blood-red crimson, yellow margin" (Dreer Catalog 1890). See Rainbow Strain below.
'Rainbow Fern' - Wide flat oak, rather asymmetrical, blades a fairly even but variable mix of green, light yellow, margenta, and
violet-red mottling, green is most prevalent towards the margins. It is bright and very well marked. So, in:
http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/rainbow-fern/, accessed 5.17.2018
Rainbow Strain (variations such as Super Rainbow, Rainbow Mix, Rainbow Blend, etc.) NOT Dreer 1890 - a low budget, usually
the cheapest offering at seed houses and other retailers, usually comprising classic ovate, crenate, variously colored seedlings,
typically with a salmon/green, pink/green, pink/yellow/green, pink/red/green, cream/green, chartreuse, dark velvety red, dark red
thinnly edge lime, orange thinnly edged green, and some others. It can in best cases a blend of strains, even adding the fine
Carefree types and anything the seedhouse has on hand. However, most stock is generic, not memorable, and most not worthy of
cloning. You may get lucky out of 200-300 seedlings to find something special but generally Rainbow is a waste of space and time
for a serious plant lover.
'Rainbow Festive Dance' ('Superfine Rainbow Festive Dance') - often a reddish mix of the Rainbow sort, typical seedlings in our
experience are pink centered (50%), dark purplish-red edge (45%), thin green margin (5%), sometimes undulate. There is also a
seedling type similar to a less bold, less showy 'Strawberry Sunset', that is, big cherry-orange ("fiery orange") central tree

surrounded by a wide maroon to greenish-purple edge, very thin green bits on teeth.
'Rainbow Multicolor' - this name can represent ordinary Rainbow Strain but recently we have seen it to reflect a cream,. red, and
green striped set of seedlings. Of late (2010-2014?) the term "multicolor" has come to mean richly mottled and striped tricolors.
'Rainbow New Masterblend' - basic Rainbow Strain as offered by Seeds-by-Size, UK. I have seen this name also on ebay and
Amazon.com (2014).

COLE1468 - Coleus 'Rainforest' - www.jollyfarmer.com, accessed 11.1.2013
'Raspberry Ripple' - similar to 'Paisley Shawl', a narrow Carefree Oak type mosaic, undulate, favoring red markings (15-35%),
yellow suffusions, big green central zone, margin of near white to cream. In: RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2007
'Raspberry Ruffles' - narrowly ovate, distinctkly undulate-crenate, big medium pink center (80-95%), this washed in redder,
raspberry shades, distinct, uniformly wide (5-10%) bright green margin showing the undulations to best effect.
'Raspberry Queen' - Jollyfarmer.com per Coleusfinder.org (2008), not listed with Jolly Farmer online catalogs when accessed
3.7.2014.

COLE1490 - Coleus 'Raspberry Tart' - short ovate, distinctly crenate, big dark red, a true cherry red center in most light,
slightly pinkish-red but dark in other conditions, margin wide and greenish-yellow to medium yellow (15-25%). In: Dummen.
'Raspberry Tart' Bakers Acres NOT Dummen = 'Stu Jr'
'Raspberry Truffle' = 'Brocade'
'Rasta Primavera' - long ovate-elliptic, formly a narrow triangle, very irregular marginal crenations, some oddly elongated (710mm long), others projecting out, others sunken into the edge, about 5-12 teeth per side but this is very variable, new tips
violet-purple, soon centered dusky pink to dark coral (40-70%), this reticulating in yellow in time, margins mostly a dark dusky
maroon to dusky reddish-purple (2-8% surface). In: www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 10.3.2015
'Rattlesnake' - narrow elliptic-ovate and intermediate to Carefree-Oak class, teeth of many sizes and shapes, some grouped into
units of 2-5 teeth for sublobe formation, based color cream to near white, richly mottled violet-red, dark red, purplish-green, and
other tones, so richly marked the sectors and very oddly shaped spots cover 30-50% of most blades, quite a wild thing. It is by
far one of the best Carefree-Oak mosacis for contrast, amount of pale background tones, and color proportion. Or: Bob Storm,
White Flower Farm, sport of 'Sizzle', introduced c. 2013. It was first offered among major online retailers by White Flower Farm in
2014.
'Razzle Dazzle' - In (2015?): http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/coleus-razzle-dazzle/

REBEL ROUSER™ 'UF07-10-10'. Photo courtesy of www.provenwinners.com. Or: University of Florida 2007.
'Red Abuzz' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works, before 2013, not offered in 2018.
'Red Angel' - listed RHS Plant Finder 2003 for Dibleys Nursery, not on their online site, accessed 11.29.2013

'Red Bolero' - widish saber-elliptic, central zone in glowing magenta (25-30%), thin lime margin (5%), overlap area large and in
the remaining percentages, dusky brownish-purple to dusky chocolate-red. In: Sakata c. 2018, this image courtesy of their image
listings.
'Red Cascade' - low spreader, 95% dark burgundy, thin greenish edge.
'Red Cloud' - bronzish-orange, sulphur yellow margin. "Crimson and blackish brown" (Dreer Catalog 1890, scan above).
'Red Coat' - Very symmetrical ovate to long ovate in cranberry red center (85-97% surface), very distinct ring of yellow to
chartreuse along the teeth, barely covering them as if a yellow ring about it all. This kind of color proportion does not happen with
random red and yellow seedlings and as ever if so well judged by master Coleus breeder Vern Ogren. It can replace 'Defiance' for
a nicer, more agreeable shade of dark red (less orangey and more uniform perhaps) and also the larger size of this red zone.
Glasshouse Works note they no longer sell 'Defiance' for it's tendency to split early and there is no concern with this issue here.
Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection. Photo, Source:
http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/coleus-red-coat.html

'Red Coral' (UNDER THE SEA®) - extreme fingered form with exaggerated lobes that are mostlky spoon-shaped and occasionally
turbinate, 85-90% a bright orangish-red center, about 5% surface a bight lime to medium green edge, the transition zone a mix
of muddy purple and dusky red tints, quite unique and spectacular. Photo: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/detail.aspx?ID=453
'Red Croton' - "scalloped, crinkled, linear, central zone red bordered by dark maroon" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant
for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9)
'Red Duckfoot' = 'Duckfoot Red' aka DUCKFOOT™ RED
'Red Elephant' - Leaves broadly ovate, crenate teeth numerous, 12-22 per side, newer leaves a rich, medium to dark violet-red to
wine-red, some scattered lime markings can occur in some blades but not all, older leaves turn partly pink or suffuse irregularly
with this same pink shade. In (2015): http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/coleus-red-elephant/
'Red Fern' - In: Plantencentrum Exotica per Coleusfinger.org, both websites no longer active
'Red Flame' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008, not seen since, not likely in the worldwide trade (2018)
'Red Frenzy' - broadly ovate but shortish, strong, much rounded crenate teeth, 8-13 per side, base color a subtle magenta-red to
violet-red (not too bright or cold), upper portions of the blade with intervenal areas suffused in very dark purplish-red to dusky
violet. So, in: http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/red-frenzy/, accessed 5/.17.2018
'Red Heart' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 1999
'Red Hot Rio' - blades small, short ovate to broadly obovate, transitional shape between an wide oak and a duckfoot, about 3-5
teeth per side, these elongated-crenate to round-dentate, usually in the upper half to two-thirds of the margin, the lower half to
third often being subentire-sinuate to entire, 98% central zone a dusky medium reddish-purple, only apex of the round teeth in
medium green, occasional dark red reticulations appear on the teeth, then usually on older, wider blades. Could pass for a wide
dusky-purple Carefree-Oak from a distance. Eval: Penn State, 2010, 4.8 of 5.0, "Superior Plant (top 10%)...loose upright
spreading habit...no flowers (8.11.2010)"
'Red Kiwi' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Red Kong' = KONG RED?
'Red Lava' - listed for North Georgia Horticultural Center in Coleusfinger.org
'Red Lime' - classic Carefree-Oak but perhaps with a slightly more accentuated, short acuminate to acuminate apex, central a rich,
medium cherry red to strawberry (95-99% surface), a thin chartreuse shading to lime margin (1-4%), some blades with pinker,
slightly magenta aspects (mostly in older blades). This is one of the clear, clean red/yellow Carefree Oaks ever introduced. Or, in:
Terra Nova Nurseries, on their website 2014, not sure if introduced yet.
'Red Mars' = 'Purple Duckfoot' per Elvin McDonald (The New Houseplant, 1993) but also considered 'Red Duckfoot' by Allan Lang
(In Green Shade, 2000). Web: RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009
'Red Millenium' - a listed name.
'Red Monarch' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Red Nettie' ('Red Nettle'?) - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'Red Paisley Shawl' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2006
'Red Petticoat' ('Red Petticoats') - ovate, dark purplish red (90-95%), distinctly pinker midrib, crenate, semi-undulate (hence the
petticoat name). It is not a showy as 'Red Ruffles' in my opinion.
'Red Pineapple'
'Red Planet' - Badseed on davesgarden.com, photo, accessed 3.7.2014, not described, appears to be a medium ovate, large
dentate teeth, sub-oak to wide flat oak shape, central zone pinkish-red to 95% surface or more, teeth mostly bright green. Sold
by Garden Harvest Supply of Indiana, US.
'Red Queen' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Red Ripples' has at least two clones:
1) an error for 'Red Ruffles' (see discussion below).
2) the newer TERRA NOVA Series cultivar show below in a general Anemone-Fingered leaf style but have sharper teeth (at times
only) than typical of those more rounded anemone cultivars well known to us. It has both red reticulations and red spots for an
fairly interesting pattern of red on lime. Photo courtesy of and copyright owned by www.terranovanurseries.com

'Red Roof' in still a young plant n February 2014 showing the nice orangish-red tree center, this center appears redder (near
cherry red) from 15-20 or more feet out. a true chartreuse edge (not quite as lime as the photo shows), small reticulations and
spots into the edge, a pretty neat crenate edge with red-spotted clefts between most teeth. It seems broadly of the Defiance
Group of cultivars with a longish-ovate blade, big rusty red center and a clean or barely spotted lime margin. This one seemed a
bit redder at first than our mental model of 'Defiance' though this image shows it looking a tad orangish-red. It is near a cherry
red in real life.
'Red Roof' - ovate, somewhat elongate subacuminate apex, crenate margins, 11-15 teeth per side, 90% a rich near red center,
midrib paler but not contrasting much except on close view, 5-10% chartreuse margin with few reticulations and no spots in most
cases, very contrasting and a clean red/yellow biciolor in general. NOS COLEUS TRIALS: We just received this one as a very
generous, thick plant, clipped down but very strong from Taylor Greenhouses on 12.7.2013 when hardly anyone else is shipping
Coleus, let alone such substantial plants. Wow! This strong, well-rooted 2 inch, long pot will make our 8 inch spring production
goals in no time and surely ready for our outdoor planting in April in Raleigh NC. Photo, Source:
http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/coleusredroof.html
'Red Rose' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Red Rosie' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2009

'Red Ruffles' received as 'Red Ripples'. It reminds one of 'Peter Wonder' but is more undulate and lacks the distinct white nail-like
tips. Scan is from NOS Coleus Trials 2013-14. We have one expert who thinks this is just a darker, redder phase of 'Peter
Wonder'. Colors are less violet and more red but the flatbed scanner alters the reflections to show more blue elements.

One of the clones circulating widely as 'Red Ruffles' and probably the original one. 'Red Ripples' and 'Burgundy Ruffles' are
different in general but under the 'Red Ruffles' name we hope to collect more examples.
'Red Ruffles', a easily applied name has at least three clones in our modern trade:
1) see photo above.
2) leaves small, sparsely teeth, irregularly Carefree-Oak shape, 50% dark red center, 50% bright green edge, slight undulate.

Sold by Hatchett Creek if not others.
3) the cultivar 'Stunning' (citing Glasshouse Works, online catalog, accessed 10.3.2015, Bakers Acres, accessed 5.18.2018. This
clone is clear a Fimbriate-Laciniate (much like the more yellow 'Peter Wonder') like clone 1. but has very distinct magenta to
medium pink reticulated veins which clone 1. does not generally show.
'Red Scaber' - a narrow red, more details needed.
'Red Shield' - Stems red. Leaves rich red, dull gold margin. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm .
'Red Snapper' (UNDER THE SEA®) - Large, wide Carefree-Oak maturing as plant develop to a Wide Flat Oak with lots of pleasant
rugosity and puckering, 8-11 teeth per side, dusky blackish-purple center (30-55%), the remainder a fairly clean, bright pink to
reddish-pink edge. A very bright, unmuddled and neat look. It has been added to the 2020 ICS trials. In: Hort Couture to the US
in 2020. Photo: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/under-the-sea-coleus/red-snapper, accessed 12.9.2019
'Red Stinger' - RHS Plant Finder, last listed 2007
'Red Stripe' - a listed name, no longer in the worldwide trade (2018)
'Red Sun' - Ht, ha: 24 inches or more, vigorous. Leaves rich reddish-orange. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog
2007, their own selection, introduced as "New for 2007".
'Red Trailing Queen' (Coleus rehneltianus) - blades short ovate to suborbicular as the species, appearly mostly red from a
distance, blade 90-95% dark red but not usually a clean tomato, apple, or cherry shade of red but in fact a brownish-red or even
bronzish-red, thinnly edged in lime on the teeth in particular.
'Red Ulrich' - We have this in our 2015 ICS Trials but as of 10.2.2015 were have not harvested good tissue to scan. We should
have a nice, mature plant to scan within weeks.
'

'Red Velvet' - at least two variations have used this name:
1) Carefree-Oak variant with extreme 3-D looks, the basal lobes often folded over the petiole attachment point, center a 50%
dusky, dark purple zone, margins near dark red with heavy dark purplish reticulations, sometime like a 'Black Dragon' gone wild.
2) A substrain from SUPERFINE RAINBOW with 12-15 in. height, very wide ovates, huge crenate to round-dentate teeth, 95%
dark red, this color reticulating into a darker purplish-red to blackish-red edge, some teeth with a bit of green on them.
'Redcoat' = 'Red Coat'
'Redfern' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008, not described.

REDHEAD™ 'UF07-10-10'. A nice uniform blend, a bit less orange and gold than 'Sedona' in sun. I'd like to see them tried together
outside in a strong southern sun. Some plants (tending to be indoor or shaded) are nearly 100% dark coral-red and not as
suffused, blended, or mixed as 'Sedona'. Pat: University of Florida, US# 21585 2007. Image above copyright by Laurence C.
Hatch, shot the NC State AAS Trial Garden.
'Red Seal Shiru' - ICS registration form follows:
Cultivar Name

'Red Seal Shiru'

Trademark Name (include
marketing Series name(s))

Alampunaya™

Name already published? (if so, list catalogs or liteature)
Upload Publication (catalog
page only, literature PDF,
bench card, sales page, etc.)
Significance of Name
(meaning, named for a
person, etc. Include
permissions granted for use
of name or term)
Provisional Name Used (ie.
Smith 15-013)
Registrant (person
completing and submitting

The Leaf of 'Red Seal Shiru' has a Medium Red Central Rib, that is Bordered by white.
This Resembles how Japanese makes Written Seals called 'Shiru'. Bold Red Letters with white Margins.
The Origins of the Plant is a Japanese Import during the 1990's.
Alampunaya 6
Mark Niel Q Maceda

this form)
Originator (person who
Mark Niel Q Maceda
bred, selected, or discovered)
Nominant (person who
picked the name)

Michelle F. Pellicer

Introducer (person who sold
or distributed it first, include Mark Niel Maceda
Patent Assignee)
Use chart below to determine Cultivar Group
Cultivar Group-Coleus x
Perilla cross

no

Cultivar Group-(T)
Traditional Blumei (ovate)

no

Cultivar Group-(W) Wide
Blumei (broadly ovate or
suborbicular-ovate)

yes

Cultivar Group-(N) Narrow
Blumei (narrow ovate or
elliptic-ovate)

no

Cultivar Group-(Su)
Suborbicular (coin-like,
nearly round)

no

Cultivar Group-(Sa)
Salicifolius (willow-shaped,
narrow elliptic, sabershaped)

no

Cultivar Group-(F) Filiform
(narrowly linear, threadlike)

no

Cultivar Group-(A)
Anemone-Fingered
(Fantasia, rounded lobes)

no

Cultivar Group-(T) Tridentno
Forked (sharp lobes)
Cultivar Group-(C)
Carefree-Oak

no

Cultivar Group-(WF) Wide
Flat Oak

no

Cultivar Group-(D)
Duckfoot

no

Cultivar Group-(Mi)
Minimalist (Toe-like or
spoon-shaped)

no

Cultivar Group-(P) Petticoat
no
(skirt, twirled-spiral)
Cultivar Group-(Mo)
Monstrose (irregularly
rumpled, deformed)

no

Cultivar Group-Other:

no

Leaf Shape (if not described above or combination of above)
Plant Height in cm
(average/mean)

122

Plant width in cm (average/
mean)

92

Plant Habit-Dwarf, tufted

no

Plant Habit-Low trailing

no

Plant Habit-Low Mound

no

Plant Habit-Medium Mound yes
Plant Habit-Subglobose
(near round)
Plant Habit-Narrow or

no

columnar

no

Patent/Breeders Rights None

no

Patent/Breeders Rights United States

no

Patent/Breeders Rights Canada

no

Patent/Breeders Rights Europe

no

Patent/Breeders Rights Australia

no

Patent/Breeders Rights Other

no

Patent Number (PPAF if not yet assigned)
Other legal protection
Upload photo of new cultivar
www.123contactform.com/upload_dld.php?fileid=0315ccbe32c11d3aa00ff6dac29a3f25
(JPG preferred, limit 20MB)
Herbarium voucher deposited (name institution, collector, date)
Donating plant to NOS
Trials -No

no

Donating plant to NOS
Trials -Yes, this year

no

Donating plant to NOS
yes
Trials -Yes, when introduced
Origination Method (name
parent below)-Seedling of

no

Origination Method (name
parent below)-Cross of

no

Origination Method (name
parent below)-Sport of

no

Origination Method (name
parent below)-Transgenic
form of

no

Origination Method (name
parent below)-Other

yes

Parent(s)

unknown

Required Propagation
Method (as authorized by
originator) -Seed strain
(comes true)

no

Required Propagation
Method (as authorized by
no
originator) -Vegetative - Any
method
Required Propagation
Method (as authorized by
originator) -Vegetative Cuttings only

no

Required Propagation
Method (as authorized by
originator) -Vegetative Tissue Culture only

no

Existing Cultivar
Comparison (compare to X,
emphasizing differences and
similarities)

'Red Seal Shiru' is almost the same with 'China Rose' except for the Color Patterns.
While China Rose is Mostly Dark Violet, 'Red Seal Shiru' 's Main Color is Dark Green, where as its Dark Violet is more concentrated on the margins alone.
Plus the Red Markings of China Rose has no while Margins like the one seen strongly on Red Seal Shiru.
There is also a Possibility that the 'Red Seal Shiru' could have been a seed off a China Rose like Coleus from Japan.

LEAF TRAITS
Leaf Length in cm (X to Y,
mininum to maximum)

10

Leaf Width in cm (X to Y,
minimum to maximum)

8

Leaf Margin Value-Crenate
(rounded teeth)

yes

Leaf Margin ValueCrenulate (tiny rounded)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Serrate
(sharp teeth)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Serrulate
no
(fine sharp)
Leaf Margin ValueLaciniate-Fimbriate (finely
toothed-incised)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Dentate
(large, wide teeth)

no

Leaf Margin ValueDenticulate (small, wide
teeth)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Oaklobed (1 lobe size)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Bilobate
(big w/ tiny lobe)

no

Leaf Margin ValueAnemone-Fingered lobed

no

Leaf Margin Value-Entire
(no teeth or lobes, ie. toe
type)

no

Leaf Margin Value-Other:

no

Leaf Margin (tooth/lobe
count per side )(X to Y)

17

Leaf Texture -Mostly flat

yes

Leaf Texture -Concave
(cupped up)

no

Leaf Texture -Convex
(cupped down or hood-like)

no

Leaf Texture -Center sunken
no
(Carefree types)
Leaf Texture -Slight rugose
(ie. slightly raised or sunken
veins)

no

Leaf Texture -Moderately
rugose (semi-rough surface)

no

Leaf Texture -Highly rugose
(very rumpled, waffled,
no
bumpy or ridged)
Leaf Texture -Other:

no

Leaf Apex -Obtuse (very
rounded)

no

Leaf Apex -Acute
(moderately pointed)

yes

Leaf Apex -Sharp Acute
(fairly sharp, short taper)

no

Leaf Apex -Acuminate (very
no
pointed, sharp)
Leaf Apex -Cuspidate
(abrupt short tip)

no

Leaf Apex -Other:

no

Suggested color terminology
Leaf Color Distribution Unicolored (ie. 99%
chartreuse, 100% dark

no

purple)
Leaf Color Distribution Bicolored (mostly 2 colors)

no

Leaf Color Distribution Tricolored (mostly 3 colors)

no

Leaf Color Distribution Quadricolored (distinct 4
colors)

yes

Leaf Color Distribution Other

no

Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-Mosaic Maculate
(scattered, bold sectors or
flecks)

no

Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-Orbicular Maculate
no
(scattered round spots, not
sectored)
Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-Reticulated (mostly no
covering in contrasty veins)
Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-Traditional Blumei no
zones and rings
Leaf Color - Special
Patterns-None or Other
Leaf Color - Pattern
description (size, color,
coverage% of spots, flecks,
or marks)

no
The Pattern of 'Red Seal Shiru' can only be Described as a Bold Medium Red ribs bordered by pristine white.
This gives it the look for a Japanese Seal or a Shiru that can be read in Japanese as "The End" or "Not Yet" if reversed.

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Color

Medium Red

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Coverage %

20

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Portion of midrib
only

no

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Midrib only

yes

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Reticulated (veined) no
over most of blade
Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Reticulated chevron no
(veins numerous)
Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Uniform,
unbranched chevron (heart)

no

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Arcuate tree
(incurved, arcing upward
like dogwood veins)

no

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Strongly branched
tree

no

Leaf Color - Central Zone
Pattern-Narrowly branched
no
tree (branches less than 50%
length of secondary veins)
Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Color

White

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Coverage %

10

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring

Pattern-Small reticulations
(veined)
Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Large reticulations
(veined)

no

no

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
yes
Pattern-Unique band or ring
Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Subtle spots

no

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Strong spots

no

Leaf Color - Overlap/Ring
Pattern-Faint haze or
suffusions

no

Leaf Color - Margin Color

Dark Green

Leaf Color - Margin
Coverage %

68

Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
-No contrast (unicolored
no
leaf)
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
no
-Tooth tips only
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
-Whole tooth contrasting
no
only
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
-Tooth and below
no
contrasting
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
yes
-Reticulated (bicolored teeth)
Leaf Color - Margin Pattern
no
-Other
Leaf Color Description
(other traits not noted above, The very tips of the Margins of 'Red Seal Shiru' is a Dark Violet color but very thin often times as the Leaf is exposed to Full Sun it darkens and widens.
especially unique features)
Petiole Color

Dark Violet

Stem Color (include patterns
or distribution if not
Dark Violet
uniform)
Flowering Frequencyno
Floriferous (heavy flowering)
Flowering FrequencyModerate flowering

yes

Flowering Frequency-Low
flowering

no

Flowering Frequency-Nonflowering

no

Flowering Frequency-Not
seen or unknown

no

Inflorescence Length in cm
(maximum)

55

Flower Corolla Color

Violet

Flower Calyx Color

Lilac

Trials Entered (name, place,
n/a
date, score)
Awards received (name,
date, year, score)

n/a

DNA Fingerprinted? (cite
n/a
data or literature if possible)
Websites for Promotion
(NOS will publish some or

all, include vendor websites,
Pinoy Coleus Exchange Facebook Page
main info site, Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, and other
sites)
Additional Comments (anything else not covered above, emphasize unique traits and benefits)
Thanks for sharing your new cultivar information. Please contact us at cultivar.org with any questions.

'Red Trailing Queen' - trailing, vigorous, large maroon margins, big central chartreuse to yellow-green center in a heart-shaped
form. Or, pat: US# 3700 on 8 April 1975 to Enrico Datello, San Francisco, CA USA, as a C. rehneltianus sport. It is not 'Trailing
Queen', a mix of pink, brownish-purple, and green nor is it the imposter clone that is 95-99% dark purple with just small yellow
teeth. We have read and studied the original patent are are sure therefore is has a yellow to chartreuse center, margined maroon.

'Red Witch' - Carefree-Oak shape in complex rings, the central trough or groove is a rich dark red to dark violet-red (10-20%),
then a light green to pale chartreuse ring (5-8%), then a massive ring in violet red, a shade or so richer and bolder than the
central trough, the margins a medium green to chartreuse, sometimes only the teeth being of this color and not a continuous
margin at times. There are not too many Coleus with four distinct ring bands or zones and this is one. Image above from our
2015 trials, source from RDG.

'Redcoat' (Defiance Group) - ovate, central zone a rich, dark red (70-95%), margin chartreuse to very light green, this edge
reticulated in the central red tone, "more cranberry red (in full sun) than 'Defiance', which we no longer propagated (for it tends
to split as ages)" (glasshouseworks.com, accessed 7.25.2018). The central zone can appear mottled in a subtle way with a darker
red over a paler, more pinkish-red under some conditions. It handles sun very well.
'Redhead' - Photo, Source: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/redhead-441.html

REDICULUS™ (COLOR BLAZE®) at the NCSU AAS Trials in July 2018. It has already been sold as 'Ridiculous' unless some is
having fun with their listings. One of the better "all red" entries but it's a bit more orange and less dark then some. 24-40 in. tall x
18-36 in. wide, compact. Leaves a medium ovate, sometimes slightly folded, overall a bright dusky red to slightly orange tinged
shade of red, sometimes scarlet, some violet sheens in certain light conditions. , tips slightly paler and green but not contrasting
much, good texture, faintly rugose. Seems to be fairly uniform as a vegetative clone. Does not require dead-heading and is sun
tolerant. It averages 10-16 crenate teeth per side. In: Proven Winners to US trade c. 2018.

'Reevesii' ('Verschaffeltii' x 'Blumei') - frilled leaf, green mottled bronze and purple, lightly dotted these colors at the base, many
"close reticulations and patches" at the margin, the center very dark colored, teeth green with thin purple margins to them.
Another Bause/RHS Chiswick hybrid. Stout wrote in his great Coleus study of this "least brilliantly colored...no yellow....sold for the
sum of 5 guineas" hybrid that "I am unable to find further mentuion oif this hybrid, which was named reevesii".

'Refulgens' - I love to say this name, even though the Coleus is long gone from the planet. This Latin word means shining,
flashing back, or reflecting, even glistening to stand out. Or: Mr. Bull (Bull's Nursery), Chelsea, England c. 1869. It was a velvety,
shining, dark blackish-purple with just a hint of a lime margin. The plate above is from Floral World Mag. of 1869.

'Regalis' ('Imperialis', 'Electro') - plate above from Dammann and Co. Catalog of 1877, said to be large-leaved strain of new forms,
"large, ondulate [sic]...blistered".

'Reggae Salmon' (PARTYTIME) - a washed out, subtle elliptic-saber from Sakata, USPP# 17762.

'Reine des Belges' - a variation of 'Duchess of Edinburgh' shown in the partial plate below from an Eduard Pynaert article of July
1881 in L'Illustration Horticole 28: 104.

'Religious Radish' ('Two Tone Red' perhaps a synonym per Rogers) - a legendary clone, narrowly ovate to elliptic-ovate, a lovely,
subtle, dusky mix of brownish-red and scarlet-red to coral-red shades. With the right conditions, especially light and vigor, there
are wonderful glowing reds, cherry reds, chocolate-scarlets, and occasionally a paler, yellowish set of teeth. It varies and sports,
some of these known as 'Black Radish', 'Fantastic Radish', and 'Religious Rutabega'.
'Religious Rutabega' ('Four Ever') - vegetables are getting religion it seems and this one take 'Religious Radish' to a fairly unformly
mix of plum-red and dark purple shades, lacking radish tones in fact, but with the same elongated, ultra crenulated leaf. Oddly,
Bakers Acres shows a classic mosaic (light green striped yellow, various shades of red) in a long ovate blade .Photo:

https://www.glasshouseworks.com/downer/Coleus%20Religious%20Rudabaga.html

'Rehnethianus' = a true Coleus species, Coleus rehneltianus Berger, from which the trailing or suborbicular leaf types are derived.
It is not C. blumei and because C. x hybridus is a mix of species, just another reason that Solenostemon scuttelariodes makes no
sense. The plate above from Die Gartenwelt of 1917 is a classic images of this plant, very much as we known it's cultivars today.
Many of these names cloned are sold with the Trailing prefix or have Trailing somewhere in their names. Some believe this
species is a garden name and the true wild species is Coleus pumilus Blanco.
'Renown' - "light green, reticulated and irregularly mottled with dark maroon" (Nicholson, Illus. Dict. Gard., 1887: 361)
'Resonance' - narrowly ovate to elliptic-ovate, shallowly crenulate, central zone rich violet-purple to reddish-violet (80-95%),
distinct pale pink midrib (quite contrasting), margins medium green (5-15%), the edge muddled a bit by some reticulations of
dark red and spots, also irregular projections of the central zone which are not classic sectors either. In: Glasshouse Works.

'Reticulata' - Drobisch Catalog 1900 says "pea green; golden netting"
'Rex' - In: Glasshouse Works.
'Rex Dwarf' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20Rex%20Dwarf.html
'Rhapsody' - broadly, short-ovate, somewhat abrupt acute apex, crenate, 9-12 teeth per side, base color a chartreuse to creamyyellow, overlaid heavily with dark green reticulations and marks (50% or more), some blades appearing cream veined over dark
green, central zone overlaid in dark magenta (variably so at 5-50%), at it's best a tricolor reticulate in magenta, dark green, and
pale yellow. Not very refined but curious.
'Rheingold' - In: Glasshouse Works, not offered in 2018
'Rick' - In: New Leaf Nurseries
'Ricky Rococco' - very wide ovate, rugose, finely bullate surface, greenish-yellow to yellow-chartreuse base color, margins very
thinnly in a picotee of violet-red, central zone a mottled fusion of violet-red spots in the lower half only. Or, In: Glasshouse Works,
new in 2013, Frieling selection.

'Riese von Stuttgart' - "extra large foliage; dark spots of carmine and purple on green ground. splendid for specimen plant" Colma
Nurseries Cat. 1895. The plate above from Nanz and Neuner, Louisville, Kentucky, Catalog 1900 'extra larfge foliage, dark dots of
carmine and purple on green ground. Splendid for spoecimen plants"
'Riff Raff' - listed name at http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described, their own introduction.
'Rigmarole' - In: Glasshouse Works

'Ringleader' - Leaves short-wide ovate, 80-97% dark burgundy red with dusky violet overtones, veins often appearing bluish or
violet in some light conditions, generally uniformly bicolored, margined a bright chartreuse to golden-green (3-15% surface), the
transition zone distinctly reticulated and mottled in the dark red shades. It's one of the best dark reds with a golden-appearing
margin of sharp distinction and high contrast (May 2016). See plate above from our 2015 ICS Cultivar Trials.
'Rigmarole' - In: Glasshouse Works, not sold in 2018
'Rip Van Winkle' - In: Glasshouse Works
'Risky Sissy' - leaves very irregular in shape from broadly ovate to undulate-elliptic, chartreuse to lime base color, heavily flecked
dark, dusky purple (40-70% surface), some leaves becoming more yellow with sun. Or, in: Ken Frieling, Glasshouse Works
'River Tide' - Photo, Source: http://www.ghworks.com/coleusimages/Coleus%20River%20Tide.html

RIVER WALK™ - reminds us of the refined, semi-subtle 'Electric Lime' look of yellow and chartreuse on green reticulations and
fades but in a narrower, more oaky blade. Photo owned by and courtesy of dummen.de
'Riverstreet Black' - listed name at http://www.bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 12.4.2013, not described, see
http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/coleus-riverstreet-black/
online catalog, accessed 10.3.2015
'Riverstreet Pink' -minimalist fingered lobes, very variable, often just 1-3 lobes per blade, quite asymmetrical, big magenta center
to 95%, 2-5% dark purplish-green transition zone, very incomplete dark green and thin margin (1-3%). Photo:
http://www.rushcreekgrowers.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=plants.plantDetail&plant_id=4452

'Roaring Fire' - narrowly ovate, boldly crenate, moderately rugose with sunken veins, new growth almost uniformly (85-100%) a
dusky purple, older leaves developing a 5-10% fern green margin and a green midrib splitting the central purple heart. Photo,
Source: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/roaring-fire-306.html
'Rob Roy' - we cannot uniform the two taxonomic descriptions used for this name. They are:
1) "carmine pink, yellow edge" (John Saul Catalog 1887, scan below)

2) modern clone, likely a cross of C. rehneltianus with a dark red C. blumei. Records fail but based on the labels, mulch, and the
old camera look, the image below taken by your editor (L. Hatch) appears to be a visit to Atlanta B.G. in 2003. Some plants show
a thin, small pink central zone, usually just a 2-5% line and leaves far more suborbicular or rounded, suggested it's a cross to C.
rehneltianus.

'Rob Roy'.
'Robyn' - long ovate, uniformly and distinctly crenate, central zone (60-85) a very rich purplish-red to grape-purple, outer reing
more violet-red (5-10%), teeth a much paler creamy-yellow to chartreuse and these contrasting much both from their much paler
color and uniform crenate shape.
'Rocket Fire' - a listed name.

'Rodeo Drive' (MAINSTREET Series) - Carefree Oak with irregularity, rugose texture, and slight Anenome tendencies, the base
color a bright, clean lime, picotee margin in dark ruby red to dark violet-red, occasional flecks, spots, and small sectors of this
same red shade overall in the blade, distinctly netted in red below. A very pleasant green oak with red margins. In: Dummen
Orange c. 2016. Photo above taken by your Editor at NC State University All-American Seed Trials
'Rorschach' - Or, in: Glasshouse Works before 2013, not offered in 2018.
'Rosa' - undulate, crenate, center rich violet, new growth more yellow tinged pink, margins greenish-brown. Web: Vern Ogren,
Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection.

'Rosa Caliente' - In: Spring Hill Nurseries, US, not in in their 2014 online listing, known to us only from Coleusfinder.org, 2008
'Rose' - a listed name, not a valid cultivar name, being a simple descriptive word.

'Rosedale' - a listed name, not described, John Saul Catalog 1887, scan above
'Rose Blast' (MOSAIK™) - Narrowly ovate to elliptic-ovate, bold and variable crenate to semi-oak, 50-85% central zone a bright
pink or magenta of variable intensities, not usually harsh not too bold, transition zone of variable size from 15-40%, a slightly
muddy burgundy-red, remainder a medium green to variable depth, distinct dark red reticulations on the green edge. Eval: Penn
State, 2010, 3.6 of 5.0, "good display, but flowers detract, mounded habit (7.6.2010)...covered in unattractive flowers
(8.11.2010)"; University of Georgia (Athens), 2010, 4.5 of 5.0. Or: Syngenta.
'Rose Blush' - classic Carefree-Oak though perhaps fewer teeth per side (3-7), some stock even subovate but most we have seen
in fairly narrow, central zone a nice cream at 40-55%, this often tinged a pale rose pink, never magenta nor even a bubblegum
pink, much paler and subtle, remainder a good medium green with some cream reticulations into the massive teeth, some plants
with faint pink markings but mostly a very subtle, very sundued pink blush. One gets a nicer blush with a bit stronger light so give
it that to avoid it being a boring cream/green bicolor.
'Rose Darling' - medium long ovate, distinctly crenate, 8-12 teeth per side, dusky dark purple to blackish-purple center (40-80%),
bright, fairly uniform pink margins with few or reticulations or other colors (20-50%). In, ph:
https://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/rose-darling/, accessed 12.8.2019

'Rose Explosion'. Bright and dark at once, a good compromise between a narrow, elongate-type leaf and a wider oak-type.
'Rose Kong' = KONG ROSE?
'Rose Storm'
'Rose Trailer' 'Rose Wizard' = WIZARD ROSE?
'Rosea'
'Roseo' - large glowing rose-pink central, bright green edge. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own
selection.
'Rosie' - ovate, distinctly crenate, 9-14 teeth per side, 95-99% rich dusky, velvet red, teeth and sometimes 1-4mm of the margin
in lime, this constrasting edge very imcomplete and suntle in most blades, the entire surface irregularly spotted with lime dots (27%). It is something like 'Moon and Stars' but may have more spots per blade. New growth often 50:50 lime to dark red, sooner
darker to mostly red tones. Photo: http://www.gardenworldimages.com, accessed 5.7.2014

'Rosina Saul' - "crimson margined and bronzed" (John Saul Catalog 1890, scan above, presumed to be their own introduction,
likely a female relative of Mr. John Saul).
'Rouge Tweak' - Photo: https://www.glasshouseworks.com/downer/Coleus%20Rouge%20Tweak.html
'Rough and Reddy' - ovate to narrow ovate, teeth boldly crenate, 8-14 per side, large central magenta to pink chevron (25-40%
surface), rest of blade a rusty red to orangish-red, a brighter, very pale picotee style margin. So, in:
http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/rusty-rose/, accessed 5.17.2018
'Rover' - "blotched, crimson and pink" (John Saul Catalog 1887, scan below)

'Roy Pedley' - nicely taped ovate, elongated subacuminate apex, crenate, 12-22 teeth per side, base color at 98% a bright
chartreuse-yellow, finely reticulated to the tertiary level in small dark red veins, never so complete a reticulation as 'Fishnet
Stockings' but just about 5-10% surface in dark veins, thus very restrained, some plants I know completely all chartreuse-yellow

in new growth, only getting veins as the leaves mature. I have seen plants under this name with an even more narrow, ellipticovate leaves, the midrib much more dark red than the rest. It is hard to put both phenotypes into one cultivar. Aw: RHS AGM.

ROYAL GLISSADE®
ROYAL GLISSADE® 'UFO-8-10' - narrowly ovate, base color a honey-green or very pale olive, beautiful rose-red teeth, midrib,
some secondary veins, and scattered tints, plants of basically these two tones but in variable distribution depending on leaf age,
culture, and light exposure, a very distinct and truly royal creation. Some leaves appear to be pale olive centered and veined rosered, other with a smaller central zone with more dominant venation and margins, old leaves always more red. Or: Dr. David Clark,
University of Florida.

'Royal Mantle' - "brick red, fringed golden edge" (John Saul Catalog 1887, scan below)
'Royal Princess' - reddish-bronze center, margins in light yellow. In: bef. 1872. See also 'Princess Royal' which may be the same.
'Royal Purple' - "purplish magenta centre, bordered with deep maroon, and edged with dark green" (Cassell's Popular Gardening
1: 229 (1884)).
'Royal Rogue' - In: Glasshouse Works c. 2015 or before
'Royal Scot' ('Royal Scott') - narrow elliptic-ovate, essentially a wider Carefree-Oak type but flatter than some, spikier due to the
elongated subacuminate apex, a narrow flat oak if you will, central zone scarlet, much darker and more murky purplish subzone at
the base, a mix of violet-red to dusky scarlet, the murky subsone ranging from 5-60% of the blade, this dark subzone not found
on all leaves. gold edge by some reports but plants today show more light green to lime-chartgreuse edges of irregular width.
RHS AGM: http://apps.rhs.org.uk/plantselector/plant?plantid=4147

'Royale Cherry Brandy' (COLOR BLAZE® Series) - a Saber-Elliptic blade in dusky orangish-red to dark maroon in the new tips,
aging to much more orange tones, 4-6 large, wide crenate teeth or undulate-crenate teeth per side, the margin a very thin
picotee of light green (1-3%). Image from NC State University AAS Trials in July 2018. In: Proven Winners.
'Royalty' - this name has a least two meanings in the trade, one old and one recent:
1) 'Royalty' - "centre blotched with carmine" (John Saul Catalog 1887, scan below)

2) Carefree-Oak intermediate in some blades to Elliptic-Saber shape, central pink flame of some size, rich purple outside it. Or:
Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection. Image shown below.

'Rubica' - ht: 18 in. Habit: compact. Leaves rujgose, rich violet central zone, next ring brownish, margin thin and green.
'Rubra' ex King - rich reddish-purple, no flecking.
'Rubra Nova' - listed name as C. rubra nova in 1864 Federation des Soc. d'Hort. Belgique.

'Ruby' - at least two clones bear this obvious choice of names:
1) broadly ovate, center bright light red to rosy-red (85-98%), mottled and overlaid with darker purplish-red to dark red markings
(15-25%), very thin margin of light green to charteuse, sometimes just the crenate teeth in green to pale yellow, about 6-10
teeth per side, new growth slightly tinged violet to purple. Offered by Rosy Dawn since 2014 or before, noting "beautiful and
regal, it sets off those around it. Sun tolerant.". The modern clone we have around today.
2) "dark ruby blotch in center with broad veins of same merging into pale lemon and white" (Storrs and Harrison Catalog 1901),
almost certainly lost to cultivation. This appears to be the same clone offered in 1900 by Drobisch.

RUBY DREAMS™ - ovate, boldy crenate, just 8-13 teeth per side, short acuminate tip, medium to bright green base color, heavily
and finely reticulated dark, ruby red to 40% or more, down to the tertiary level. One of the most pure, uninterrupted reticulated
red on green clones known, showing lots of looping and cross-bar venation in the mix.
'Ruby Flash' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008, not described
'Ruby Flush' - large ovate, slightly abrupt acuminae to short acute apex, crenulate, 99% rich dark red tinged darker purple and
violet-red shades, some teeth a bit paler or greenish, effectively all dark red.
'Ruby Jewels' - irregularly elliptic-ovate, a fingered-oak type, asymmetrical, some lobes acuminate and sharp, lobe at just 3-6 per
side, other acute to obtuse, 90-95% a central zone in plum-red with some darker purplish-red or ruby zones both internally and
towards the bright (5-15%) bright lime-chartreuse margin. It sometime of an oak shrunk down to duckfoot status with fewer
lobes but the lobes are narrower than duckfoots and actually approach a fingered-anemone length at times.
'Ruby Laser' - rugose, puckered, undulate, dark rose-pink central zone, velvety blackish-red margins. It is something of a more
pink, improved 'Black Dragon'. Or: Vern Ogren, Color Farm Nursery, online catalog 2007, their own selection. Photo,
Source: http://www.rosydawngardens.com/ruby-laser-198.html

'Ruby Punch' (PARTY TIME™ Series) - trailing to semi-trailing, narrow ovate tending to saber-elliptic, intermediate between the
two, big central tree (branched) in bright magenta to magenta-red (25-40%), thin lime margin (5-8%), overlap zone a dusky
purplish-red. The lime and margin are very uniform, giving a pleasant edging look. Or, in: Sakata. Ph:
https://danzigeronline.com/variety/party-time-ruby-rose/, accessed 7.25.2018

'Ruby Road' (MAIN STREET Series) - large but narrow ovate with a large magenta-pink (becoming more coral pink blend) center
that is branched tree (15-25%), the middle band dusky brownish-red to dark purplish-red (20-40%), this zone reticulating
extensively into the medium to dark olive-green margin (10-30%), the margins a bit less olive and more medium grass green with
age, petiole dusky light red to sometimes magenta pink in newish tips. Image here from the NC State University AAS Trials in July
2018.
'Ruby Ruffles' - short ovate to suborbicular, a minimalist oak type of the 'Inky Fingers' shape, usually 3-5 deep lobes per side,
some lobes turbinate (like small ovate or turbin-shaped leaves), quite irregular but deep lobing, often oak-cut t0o 25-35% of
blade depth, central zone medium to dark red, suffused violet-red to magenta-pink (50-80%), very wide bright green to lime

margin (15-30%). It is nothing like 'Red Ruffles' nor is part of it's series. The margin is so wide on some mature, established
plants it is almost all lime green from a distance with just a hint of red.

COLE1526 - Coleus 'Ruby Slipper'. Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch.
'Rubyiat' - In: Glasshouse Works, no longer sold (2018)
'Ruckeri' ('Verschaffeltii' x 'Gibsonii') - dark purple above and below, said to be more sturdy, and something like Perilla frutescens
in it's purple form 'Nankinensis', some plantrs were described in the day as "quite blacl". Or: Bause cross c. 1868. Does not seem
to have been grown much if at all after the 1880's.
'Ruffle Red', 'Ruffled Red' - photos I have seen online are consistent with 'Red Ruffles'.
'Ruffles' - has a number of variants among them:
1) http://www.taylorgreenhouses.com/coleus-ruffles.html, accessed 10.3.2015, "medium small leaves that are lightly ruffled, and
are purples edge in green...trailing". Looks to us very much like TRAILING PLUM or a variant of it.
2) Image and text below.

'Ruffles', this being just one of several clones under the name, a perfection of the old Carefree, lobed, or oak-type, the center
much brighter and cleaner than most of those seedlings from year's past. fles' is similar but 'Red Ruffles' is not.

'Ruffles Bordeaux' - somewhat retained finger-anemone sort, I would call it 70:30 intermediate between finger-anemone types
and Carefree-0ak, blade 95-98% a bright reddish-rose center, dark violet-red to dark rose-red into the large lobes, thin medium
green margin on most lones, a very tiny (1%) transition zone in dark muddy purple, very bold and distinct, not as exaggerated as
most UNDER THE SEA types but so very rose-red it glows. Photo above courtesy of and copyright owned by
www.provenwinners.com

'Ruffles
Copper' - like 'Ruffles Bordeaux' this is a transitional morphology between a long Carefree-Oak lobe and a fully fingered-anemone
sort, good 3-D effect though moderate undulations, much like 'Ruffles Bordeaux' but the traditional the green margin is quite
copper and orange with very rich, very ornate, finely reticulated violet-red veins. There are few Coleus so finely veined to the
quarternary level, these looping and intersecting in ways not visible in most clones. Photo above courtesy of
www.provenwinners.com and copyright held by themin full.
'Rumpled Pink Skin' - In: Glasshouse Works, no longer sold (2018)
'Rumpled Stiltskin' - In: Glasshouse Works
'Russet' - "shallow scalloped, central zone pale pink to red, bordered by brownish-red and edged in pale green" (Young, H.W.
1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9)
'Rust' - "moderately scalloped, slightly crinkled, entire surface rugose, main veins and small basal area pale yellow, remainder of
leaf pale-pink to salmon with pale green on rugae" (Young, H.W. 1962. Coleus, a foliage plant for bedding and pot culture. North
Florida Exper. Stat. HFES Mimeo Report 62-9)

'Rustic Orange' ('Klondyke'), one of the best pure oranges for many years but easily replaced by 2013-14. Could be polyclonal as
stock offered by Rosy Dawn and some others has a more defined set of yellow teeth, fair cleaner in the marginal than the photo
shot at Biltmore Gardens above. 'Gator Glory' is one choice for a tough, very orange, true orange clone of similar aspect to this
and one with much less dark olive mottling.
'Rustic Red' (GIANT EXHIBITION™) - ht: 12-15 in. tall. Leaves massive at 6-7 inches long, very shallowly and remotely crenate,
15-26 teeth per side, 90-98% central zone a rusty-red, broken down as dark orange overlaid with lots of rose-red, very finely and
slightly rugose, the small interval bumps being often darker burgundy but not boldly so, remainder a chartreuse margin at 2-10%
surface, some dark reticulations into the pal margin, only sometimes isolating or delimiting the teeth.
'Rustic Splendour' - Coleusfinder.org, 2008, not described.
'Rusty Rose' - medium ovate, clean, fairly uniform magenta to rich pink center (30-60%), also a uniformly rusty-red to orangishscarlet margin for the remainder (40-65%), teeth just slightly tinged paler, not quite a picotee and not a continuous edge either.
In, ph: https://bakersacresgreenhouse.com/product/rusty-rose/, accessed 12.9.2019
'Rusty Ruffles' - a listed name, description needed.
'Saber' ('Saber Mix') - narrow blades much like Salicifolius Group, certainly linear-elliptic. In: Claude Hope, 1970's. He was the
founder of the modern elliptic or saber types though the Salicifolius Group did exist in Germany years before. Hope's plants had
shorter blades and more compact, even dwarf stature.

